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neuroleptics in obsessive-compulsive disorder. The prevalence of obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD) has been reported to be significantly higher among patients treated with
atypical neuroleptics. Atypical neuroleptics include tiapride, quetiapine, aripiprazole, and ziprasidone. Neuroleptics have been used for the treatment of anxiety disorders,

primarily OCD. Some reports have linked the use of atypical neuroleptics to the development of OCD in neuroleptic-naïve patients. There are reports on OCD in patients treated
with atypical neuroleptics, supporting a causal relationship, but they need to be confirmed. The authors report a case of a 28-year-old man with treatment-resistant OCD, who
showed marked improvement with the use of ziprasidone, which was discontinued for 1 week because of adverse events. On discontinuation of ziprasidone, the patient's OCD
symptoms, however, remained under control. This suggests that OCD can develop in patients receiving atypical neuroleptics.Q: Mockito - how to make verify use 2 different

methods I'm refactoring an old java project and I'm trying to use mockito to add more test coverage. I want the test runner to run a verify on method mA() and verify on mB()
inside the method that runs the real call (in this case mT(Int)). I dont want to verify mB() as I'm happy to have a code coverage percentage of 0%. I also don't want to check the
exception mB() throws but I want to check that a particular exception is thrown. The example below is a simple version of what I'm trying to do. @Test public void test() throws

Exception { testRunner = new FitnesseRunner("Test"); int expected = 8/2; mT(0).call(expected);
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JavaScript Constructor losing Context I

have what seems like a very simple
question but I have spent some time
looking for an answer and cannot find

what I am trying to do. I have my Class:
function Person(firstName, lastName,

dateOfBirth) { this.firstName =
firstName; this.lastName = lastName;

this.dateOfBirth = dateOfBirth; } Then I
have my Constructor: function
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AddPerson(personData) { var newPerson
= new Person(); // rest of constructor... }
And finally I have the main function that
is trying to run the AddPerson function:
function main() { var personData = {
firstName: "John", lastName: "Doe",

dateOfBirth:
"2001-05-09T21:00:00.000Z" } new

AddPerson(personData); } My issue is in
this part of the AddPerson function: new
Person() I have tried: var newPerson =

new Person("John", "Doe",
"2001-05-09T21:00:00.000Z"); And: var

newPerson = new Person(); And: var
newPerson = new Person; I have read the
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MDN's documentation and the Mozilla
documentation and as far as I know they

are the same, so what am I missing? I
want to use the AddPerson function in
the main function and I can't figure out
why this won't work. A: What you are

missing is the constructor property. new
Person() expects to be passed a

constructor function with a specific
syntax that it expects. This is the closest
you are going to get from the Javascript

side to an ES6 class. function
AddPerson(personData) { var newPerson

= new Person(personData.firstName,
personData.lastName,
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personData.dateOfBirth); // rest of
constructor... } You can read more about

constructors here, the one thing that
constructor takes is the constructor

function itself. It expects 6d1f23a050
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